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the infragistics silverlight chart control is a chart control with multiple chart features like line, area, pie and bar charts. this control also includes a set of chart animations that the developer can apply to the control to render a more appealing view. the infragistics silverlight chart control can be applied with an xceed datagrid as well as any other control that

inherits the gridview control, like a gridview. so if you are using the gridview to hold the xceed chart control, then the chart control will automatically get rendered. the infragistics silverlight chart control has a set of advanced features like visibility, vertical and horizontal axis, crosshairs, foreground and background coloring, image, the ability to colorize the grid
background and drawing legend, etc. the infragistics silverlight barchart control is a control with various bar chart options like stacked, horizontal, vertical and circular bar charts. like the chart control, this control has an advanced set of chart controls like crosshairs, foreground and background coloring, image, drawing legend, etc. in addition, the infragistics for

silverlight suite includes a comprehensive set of samples and demos that makes development easy and fun. the sample and demo projects are well organized and easy to understand. they demonstrate best practices for building compelling line of business applications using silverlight. once you get the technical details out of the way, the design and
configuration, while not necessarily simple, is a breeze. the entire visual studio ide experience is redesigned for this toolset. the rich collection of tools is designed to increase productivity. the infragistics suite is designed to make your work on the desktop and tablet alike as enjoyable and easy as possible. this is not a pie in the sky promise. you will see it in your

own hands.
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